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SUMMARY
CUX1 is a homeodomain-containing transcription factor that is essential for the development and differenti-
ation of multiple tissues. CUX1 is recurrently mutated or deleted in cancer, particularly in myeloid malig-
nancies. However, the mechanism by which CUX1 regulates gene expression and differentiation remains
poorly understood, creating a barrier to understanding the tumor-suppressive functions of CUX1. Here,
we demonstrate that CUX1 directs the BAF chromatin remodeling complex to DNA to increase chromatin
accessibility in hematopoietic cells. CUX1 preferentially regulates lineage-specific enhancers, and CUX1
target genes are predictive of cell fate in vivo. These data indicate that CUX1 regulates hematopoietic lineage
commitment and homeostasis via pioneer factor activity, and CUX1 deficiency disrupts these processes in
stem and progenitor cells, facilitating transformation.
INTRODUCTION

Multipotent tissue-resident stem cells are essential for the

maintenance and function of adult tissues. Defects in stem

cell homeostasis and lineage commitment underly myriad

human diseases, including cancer.1 The mechanisms govern-

ing lineage determination are incompletely understood and

remain a fundamental question in developmental biology.

Insight into these processes is central to the identification

of therapeutic interventions for diseases of stem cell

dysfunction.

While cell fate decisions are influenced by extrinsic factors,

such as cell-cell signaling and growth factors, intrinsic factors,

such as transcription factors (TFs) and other epigenetic regula-

tors, are ultimately responsible for integrating these cues to

guide the genomic reprogramming required for cell-type-spe-

cific gene expression.2 Here we define epigenetic regulators as

proteins that can remodel chromatin or chemically modify DNA

and chromatin without altering the DNA sequences. Upon DNA

binding, TFs regulate transcription via the recruitment of proteins

that physically remodel nucleosomes, enzymatically modify his-

tones and DNA, and/or regulate RNA polymerase machinery

directly.3 TFs that bind nucleosomal DNA and promote de

novo DNA accessibility for ‘‘settler’’ TF binding have been

described as ‘‘pioneer’’ factors.4 Pioneer factors mediate this

process via recruitment of nucleosome remodeling enzymes
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such as the SWI/SNF (or BAF, BRG/BRM-associated factor)

complex.4

BAF complexes are composed of 10–13 subunits and have

essential roles in transcriptional activation, DNA repair, and

development.5 BAF activity is required for reconfiguring nucleo-

somes at enhancers vital for lineage-specific gene expression.6

To alter nucleosome position and/or content, enzymatic BAF

subunits hydrolyze ATP.5 However, BAF proteins lack intrinsic

DNA binding domains and depend on TFs for DNA targeting

specificity. In hematopoiesis, important TFs such as RUNX1,

PU.1 (SPI1), and KLF1 interact with BAF complex components

to promote hematopoietic development.7–9 Nonetheless, these

TFs only account for a portion of BAF chromatin binding, impli-

cating additional, yet unknown, hematopoietic pioneer TFs.

CUT-like homeobox 1 (CUX1, also referred to as CUTL1 or

CDP/CUT), is a widely expressed, non-clustered homeodo-

main-containing TF. CUX1 is critical in a broad range of cellular

functions in a variety of tissue types, including differentiation of

neural, lung, and hematopoietic tissues.10–13 Germlinemutations

in CUX1 are associated with developmental delay, and somatic

mutations are found in cancer.14,15 In myeloid malignancies,

such as acute myeloid leukemia andmyelodysplastic syndrome,

CUX1 deletions or inactivating mutations are recurrent and carry

a poor prognosis.16 CUX1 mutations or deletions are also recur-

rent in clonal hematopoiesis and carry an increased risk of sub-

sequent transformation.17,18 We reported that CUX1 regulates
May 28, 2024 ª 2024 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. 1
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hematopoietic stem and progenitor cell (HSPC) homeostasis

and differentiation, including a role for CUX1 in promoting eryth-

ropoiesis while inhibiting myelopoiesis.13 These data indicate

that CUX1 exerts tumor suppressor activity via transcriptional

regulation of HSPC functions, yet the mechanism by which

CUX1 coordinates gene expression remains unclear.

CUX1 has four DNA binding domains: three CUT repeats and

one homeodomain. Genome-wide, CUX1 binding is enriched at

enhancers, particularly those in active contact with promoters,

indicating long-distance looping of CUX1-bound enhancers to

promoters.19,20 Depending on the context, CUX1 has been

found to have transcriptional activating and repressive capabil-

ities, and multiple mechanisms have been proposed for each.

In the repressive context, CUX1 has been reported to recruit his-

tone deacetylases or alternately compete with transcriptional

activators for DNA binding sites.21–23 In the activating context,

CUX1 can activate gene expression through collaborating with

E2F TFs or co-activators such as the histone acyltransferase

P300.24,25 However, these studies were largely performed with

reporter assays outside the native chromatin context, so the

endogenous, genome-wide functions of CUX1 remain unclear.

Together, these data indicate that CUX1 is an epigenetic modi-

fier that interfaces with higher order chromatin structure, yet

the molecular mechanism by which CUX1 controls transcription

is incompletely understood. In this study, we address this ques-

tion by identifying endogenous CUX1 interacting partners, CUX1

genomic targets, and the ensuing epigenetic consequences

through unbiased proteomics and genome-wide functional ge-

nomics approaches in a human leukemia cell line and primary

human HSPCs.

RESULTS

CUX1 recruits the BAF chromatin remodeling complex
to enhancers
To determine the mechanism by which CUX1 governs gene

expression, we identified CUX1 protein interaction partners by

performing co-immunoprecipitation for endogenous CUX1 fol-

lowed by mass spectrometry in the K562 human myeloid leuke-

mia cell line. We chose K562 cells for this experiment as they are

considered human leukemic representatives of multipotent pro-

genitors, capable of differentiation into erythroid, megakaryo-

cytic, and myeloid lineages.26–28 This analysis revealed nine

components of the BAF complex interacting with CUX1 (false

discovery rate [FDR] < 0.05) (Figure 1A). Many of the protein sub-

units identified are shared across the three major BAF com-
Figure 1. CUX1 recruits the BAF chromatin remodeling complex to en

(A) Co-immunoprecipitation for CUX1 in K562 cells was followed bymass spectro

by the mean label-free quantification fold enrichment compared to IgG controls

Student’s t test, FDR < 0.05.)

(B) Representative co-immunoprecipitation followed by immunoblot in K562 (n =

(C) K562 CUX1 and SMARCA4 ChIP-seq overlap (n = 2 biological replicates, IDR

(D) Enriched motifs84 at CUX1 and SMARCA4 co-occupied sites.

(E) Overlap of SMARCA4 peaks (n = 2 biological replicates, IDR < 0.05) in gHPR

(F) Heatmaps showing overlap between CUX1-dependent or CUX1-independent S

The direct model represents CUX1 recruitment of SMARCA4. The indirect mode

(G) Example genome snapshots for each category are shown.85

(H and I) Distance to the nearest transcription start site (TSS) (H) of CUX1-recruited
plexes; however, the detection of ARID1A and ARID1B suggests

that CUX1 interacts with the canonical BAF complex (cBAF).29

CUX1 interactions with two core BAF complex members,

SMARCA4 (BRG1) and SMARCC1 (BAF155), were confirmed

by western blot (Figure 1B).

We next tested if CUX1 and BAF bind to overlapping genomic

loci. We performed chromatin immunoprecipitation with

massively paralell DNA sequencing (ChIP-seq) for CUX1 and

SMARCA4, the essential enzymatic BAF subunit.30 Using the

thresholded peak calling method by MACS2 and irreproducible

discovery rate (IDR) analysis,31,32 in total, 66.4% (17,595/

26,497) of CUX1 binding sites overlappedwith SMARCA4 peaks,

revealing extensive overlap of CUX1 and SMARCA4 on DNA

(Figure 1C). CUX1 and SMARCA4 overlapping sites were local-

ized predominantly at enhancers (Figure S1A) and enriched for

the hematopoietic TF motifs GATA, RUNX1, KLF1, and PU.1

(Figure 1D). Significant overlap of CUX1/SMARCA4 co-bound

sites with published ChIP-seq data33,34 shows that CUX1 and

the BAF complex interact with other hematopoietic TFs at en-

hancers (Figure S1B).

We next tested the hypothesis that CUX1 recruits BAF to DNA.

We performed ChIP-seq for SMARCA4 in K562 clones CRISPR-

Cas9 edited for CUX1 (gCUX1) or a control intronic region of

HPRT (gHPRT35; Figure S1D). Among the 49,070 (IDR < 0.05)32

SMARCA4 binding sites identified in gHPRT control cells,

52.1% (25,565) were reduced in gCUX1 cells (CUX1-dependent

SMARCA4 sites) (Figure 1E). An example of the reduction of

SMARCA4 binding after CUX1 knockout is shown at the HMBS

gene, encoding the essential erythrocyte hydroxymethylbilane

synthase enzyme (Figure S1C).36 This experiment shows that

CUX1 promotes recruitment of the BAF complex to bind certain

loci.

Next, we interrogated if CUX1 directly recruits SMARCA4. An

intersection of CUX1-dependent SMARCA4 sites with CUX1

binding sites revealed that 27.4% (7,005/25,565) of CUX1-

dependent SMARCA4 sites are at loci directly bound by CUX1

(Figure 1F, left). In this ‘‘direct model,’’ CUX1 promotes recruit-

ment of SMARCA4 to a substantial fraction of DNA binding sites.

We next examined CUX1 binding at the CUX1-independent

SMARCA4 sites. To this end, we intersected CUX1-independent

SMARCA4 sites with CUX1ChIP-seq peaks. 41% (9,850/23,505)

of these sites were bound to CUX1 (Figure 1F, right). This

finding suggests that while CUX1 is not necessary for

SMARCA4 binding at these loci, SMARCA4 may still be co-

bound with CUX1, referred to herein as an ‘‘indirect model’’ of

SMARCA4 binding. These 7,005 and 9,850 sites are referred to
hancers

metry (n = 2 biological replicates). The heatmap indicates BAFmembers ranked

, the range of which is indicated in the scale bar. (Significance calculated by

2 biological replicates).

< 0.05, significance of overlap calculated by hypergeometric test).

T and gCUX1 K562 cells.

MARCA4 sites with CUX1. The values are normalized ChIP-seq reads (RPKM).

l represents SMARCA4 sites bound but not recruited by CUX1.

and non-CUX1-recruited SMARCA4 sites and hematopoietic TF occupancy (I).
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hereafter as ‘‘CUX1-recruited SMARCA4’’ and ‘‘non-CUX1-re-

cruited SMARCA4’’ sites, respectively. Example genome snap-

shots of these two categories are shown in Figure 1G (left:

KLF1, encoding a TF essential for erythropoiesis37,38; right:

ENDOD1, encoding a nucleic acid hydrolyzation nuclease).39

To understand the differences between these two categories,

we further characterized the underlying features of these sites.

While 69.1%of non-CUX1-recruited SMARCA4 sites are at distal

regulatory elements, this increases to 84% for CUX1-recruited

SMARCA4 sites, suggesting that CUX1 recruits SMARCA4 to

many distal enhancers (Figure 1H). Analyses with ENCODE

ChIP-seq data show that the CUX1-recruited SMARCA4 sites

are enriched for lineage-specifying TFs (Figure 1I).33 These

data are compatible with a model wherein CUX1 promotes

BAF recruitment, particularly at enhancers occupied by line-

age-directing TFs.

CUX1 with SMARCA4 promotes the establishment of
accessible chromatin
As recruitment of BAF is one mechanism through which pioneer

TFs remodel chromatin,4 we next assessed the role of CUX1

in the regulation of DNA accessibility. We performed ATAC-

seq40 (the assay for transposaseaccessible chromatin with

sequencing) on gCUX1 and control gHPRT K562 cells. To inves-

tigate the effect of CUX1 on DNA accessibility, we first applied a

non-thresholded, quantitative approach. To this end, we per-

formed genome-wide differential accessibility analysis using

csaw41 on the ATAC-seq data and observed more sites with

significantly downregulated (n = 933) than upregulated (n =

210) accessibility after loss of CUX1 (FDR < 0.05, |log2FC| > 1)

(Figure 2A), indicating that CUX1 normally contributes to chro-

matin opening. Among the 933 significantly decreased ATAC

sites, a considerable proportion (38.1%) are at predicted en-

hancers (Figure S2A) and are enriched for PU.1 and KLF1 motifs

(Figure 2A). The changes in accessibility were accompanied by

concordant changes in the activating chromatin mark

H3K27ac, indicating that CUX1 maintains enhancer activation

and accessibility in K562 cells (Figure 2B). Overall, these

data are consistent with the model that CUX1 promotes chro-

matin accessibility at enhancers involved in hematopoietic

differentiation.

We assessed CUX1 and SMARCA4 occupancy at differentially

accessible sites. Only a small percentage of the significantly

downregulated ATAC sites overlap CUX1 and/or SMARCA4

binding sites using strict peak calling thresholds (IDR = 0.05).

This may stem from false-negative ChIP-seq data, as

SMARCA4 does not bind DNA directly, and CUX1 has low

DNA-binding affinity.42 To address this, we used an approach

that does not rely on thresholded peak calling. By this analysis,

both CUX1 and SMARCA4 occupancy are significantly higher
Figure 2. CUX1 with SMARCA4 promotes the establishment of access

(A) Volcano plot comparing ATAC-seq signal in gCUX1 vs. gHPRT K562 cells (n =

for the significant down sites are shown.

(B) H3K27ac ChIP-seq reads (n = 2 biological replicates) at significantly down, u

(C) CUX1 and SMARCA4 occupancy at down (n = 933) vs. CUX1-independent A

(D–F) ATAC-seq signal from gHPRT and gCUX1 cells for CUX1 and SMARCA4 co

bound but not recruited by CUX1 (F). Significance for (B)–(F) calculated by two-s
at the significantly downregulated ATAC sites (933 peaks)

compared to the CUX1-independent ATAC sites (14,256 peaks

with the least significant change in chromatin accessibility,

FDR > 0.05, |log2FC| < 0.5) (Figure 2C). Further, SMARCA4 occu-

pancy decreases significantly at these sites upon CUX1 loss

(Figure S2B). The finding that sites normally opened by CUX1

have higher occupancy of both CUX1 and SMARCA4 implicates

direct involvement of these factors in driving chromatin

accessibility.

Analysis of both CUX1 and SMARCA4 co-bound sites and

CUX1-recruited SMARCA4 sites demonstrated significant

drops in accessibility after CUX1 knockout (p < 2.2e�16,

Figures 2D and 2E). We performed ATAC-seq after SMARCA4

knockout and observed that 91% of the peaks lost in gCUX1

samples are also lost upon SMARAC4 loss (Figure S2C and

S2D). SMARCA4 knockout decreased accessibility at both

the significantly down ATAC sites (n = 933) and CUX1-recruited

SMARCA4 sites (n = 7,005) (Figure S2E). These observations

are consistent with a model in which CUX1 recruits BAF to

enhancers and increases DNA accessibility. Unexpectedly,

CUX1 also influences accessibility independent of its ability to

directly recruit the BAF complex (i.e., the non-CUX1-recruited

SMARCA4 sites) (Figure 2F). While not tested here, this later

finding may be due to CUX1 recruitment of additional activating

factors, such as HATs,24,25 or downstream indirect effects of

CUX1 loss.

In human HSPCs, CUX1 maintains DNA accessibility at
enhancers associated with SMARCA4 and
hematopoietic differentiation
To observe whether CUX1 co-occupies genomic loci with BAF

components in primary humanCD34+HSPCs, we used cleavage

under targets and release using nuclease (CUT&RUN) in lieu of

ChIP-seq as CUT&RUN requires fewer cells.43 Compared to

ChIP-seq in K562 cells, CUT&RUN in CD34+ cells showed fewer

peaks and a relative enrichment for CUX1 and SMARCA4 at pro-

moter-proximal binding sites (Figure 3C). The decreased peak

number and shift in peak location of CUX1 in CD34+ cells

compared to K562 (Figure 1C) is likely due to technical differ-

ences between the assays, as CUX1 CUT&RUN in K562 also

shows fewer peaks and promoter enrichment compared to

ChIP-seq (Figures S3A and S3B). Nonetheless, 52.1% (3,519/

6,758) of CUX1 binding sites overlap those of SMARCA4 (Fig-

ure 3A), and CUX1 and SMARCA4 binding signals are highly

correlated with each other genome-wide (Spearman’s r =

0.71, p < 2.2e�16) (Figure 3B). CUX1 and SMARCA4 binding sig-

nals remain positively correlated with activating chromatinmarks

in HSPCs from the NIH Roadmap Epigenomics database,44 with

correspondingly higher correlations with H3K4me3, associated

with promoters (Figure 3B). The CUX1/SMARCA4 co-bound
ible chromatin

2 biological replicates). Significance calculated by csaw.41 Top enriched motifs

p, and non-significant ATAC sites.

TAC sites (n = 14,256).

-occupied sites (D), CUX1-recruited SMARCA4 sites (E), and SMARCA4 sites

ided Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
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sites at promoter-proximal (n = 2,444) and -distal (n = 1,075) re-

gionswere assigned to the single nearest gene usingGREAT and

functionally annotated using AMIGO.44–48 Notably, the distal

genes were enriched for processes involved in cellular differen-

tiation and morphogenesis. In comparison, the proximal genes

were enriched for more general cellular processes such as tran-

scription and mitosis (Figure 3D). Examples of CUX1 and

SMARCA4 co-occupancy at enhancers of genes important

for multilineage hematopoietic cell differentiation, FLT1 and

RUNX1,49–51 and at promoters of the mitosis and DNA transcrip-

tion related genes, TUBB and MED18, are shown (Figures S4A

and S4B).52,53

To assay accessibility following CUX1 loss in primary cells, we

transfected human CD34+ HSPCswith CRISPR gRNAs targeting

HPRT and CUX1 for ATAC-seq analysis 48 h post transfection.

The mean editing efficiency of CUX1 was 49.5% and 75.5%

for HPRT. Differential accessibility analysis using csaw41

showed that 1,603 sites were significantly lost (FDR < 0.05,

log2FC < �1), and only 3 were gained (FDR < 0.05, log2FC > 1)

after CUX1 editing, confirming that CUX1 promotes open DNA

accessibility in primary HSPCs (Figure 3E). Most of the signifi-

cantly lost ATAC-seq sites are located at predicted enhancers

(Figure S5A) and show an enrichment of multiple hematopoietic

TF motifs including PU.1, RUNX1, C/EBPɑ, TAL1, and HLF (Fig-

ure 3E). These TFs play key roles in lineage commitment and

maintaining hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) quiescence.54,55 To

further quantify the effect of CUX1 on enhancer accessibility,

we obtained 3,902 genome-wide CUX1-bound enhancers by in-

tersecting CUX1 binding sites from CUT&RUN and the human

CD34+ chromHMM track from the NIH Roadmap Epigenomics

database.44 Enhancers bound by CUX1 have significantly

greater DNA accessibility than enhancers not bound by CUX1

(Figure 3F). Next, we focused on the enhancers directly bound

by CUX1 (n = 3,902) and observed that upon CUX1 loss, there

is a significant decrease of accessibility (Figure 3F), indicating

CUX1 is required to promote open chromatin at enhancer

regions.

Lastly, to examine the relationship of CUX1-mediated acces-

sibility with the BAF complex, we quantified CUX1 and

SMARCA4 occupancy at the significantly down ATAC sites.

Compared to CUX1-independent sites, occupancies of both

CUX1 and SMARCA4 are significantly higher at significantly

down ATAC sites (Figure 3G). Examples for significant loss of

chromatin accessibility following CUX1 knockout are shown at
Figure 3. In human HSPCs, CUX1 and SMARCA4 maintain chrom

differentiation

(A) Overlap of CUX1 and SMARCA4 CUT&RUN peaks in primary human CD34+ H

by hypergeometric test).

(B) Genome-wide correlation of CUX1 and SMARCA4 CUT&RUN signals with

p < 0.001. The scale bar indicates Spearman’s correlation coefficient from 0 to 1

(C) CUX1 and SMARCA4 peaks’ absolute distance (log2 transformed) to the nea

(D) Top GO terms for TSS-proximal and -distal CUX1/SMARCA4 co-bound sites

(E) Volcano plot of ATAC-seq changes in gCUX1 and gHPRT CD34+ HSPCs (n =

down sites are shown.

(F) Normalized ATAC reads at genome-wide CUX1-bound enhancers (n = 3,902)

(top). Normalized ATAC reads at CUX1-bound enhancers (n = 3,902) comparing

(G) Normalized CUT&RUN reads of CUX1 and SMARCA4 in CD34+ HSPC at down

Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
NCOA4, which promotes erythropoiesis by regulating ferritin

turnover,56 and JARID2, which regulates HSC homeostasis by

collaborating with PRC2 and functions as a myeloid tumor sup-

pressor (Figure S5B).57,58 Taken together, in human HSPCs,

CUX1 is directly involved in maintaining chromatin accessibility

at enhancers associated with SMARCA4 occupancy and target-

ing genes regulating hematopoiesis.

CUX1 genomic targets are linked with genome
architecture and in vivo lineage potential
Previous studies reported that CUX1 binding is highly predictive

of enhancer-promoter interactions.19,20 As we observed a sub-

stantial proportion of CUX1 binding at promoter-proximal re-

gions in human CD34+ cells (Figure 3C), we tested if CUX1 bind-

ing at these promoters influences accessibility at enhancers

looped to those promoters. We intersected 2,684 looping

DNA contact points, obtained from Hi-C (high-throughput

chromosome conformation capture) analysis of human

HSPCs,59 with CUX1 CUT&RUN data and identified n = 272

DNA loops that contain distal elements in contact with CUX1-

bound promoters. Integrating these sites with our ATAC-seq

data revealed two findings. First, distal elements in contact

with CUX1-bound promoters had overall increased DNA acces-

sibility compared to non-CUX1-bound counterparts (Figure 4A).

Second, distal elements in contact with CUX1-bound promoters

trend toward decreased accessibility after CUX1 loss (p = 0.085),

while there is no change in accessibility for loops not in contact

with CUX1-bound promoters (p = 0.89) (Figure 4A). In the

converse analysis, we did not observe a significant decrease in

accessibility of promoters looped to CUX-bound distal elements

(p = 0.32). An example genome snapshot of CUX1 promoting

accessibility of enhancers looped to CUX1-bound promoters is

shown at KIT (Figure 4B).60 Other hematopoiesis genes targeted

by CUX1-bound loops include MEIS1,61,62 ZFP36L1,63 and

LMO4.64 In summary, CUX1 binding to promoters is associated

with increased accessibility of looped enhancers.

Heretofore, our data suggest that CUX1 with SMARCA4 pro-

motes accessibility for recruitment of TFs that drive differentia-

tion (Figure 3E). To explore the transcriptional consequences

of CUX1 loss, we integrated the ATAC-seq with RNA-seq from

CD34+ HSPCs with 98 genes upregulated (FDR < 0.1,

log2FC > 0.75) and 334 genes downregulated (FDR < 0.1,

log2FC < �0.75) after CUX1 knockdown.13 In total, 406/432 of

the differentially expressed gene (DEGs) contain significantly
atin accessibility at enhancers associated with hematopoietic

SPCs (n = 2 biological replicates, IDR < 0.05, significance of overlap calculated

histone marks from Roadmap Epigenomics.44 All pairwise correlations have

.

rest TSS. The dashed line indicates 2 kb.

(Bonferroni corrected p value < 0.05).45,46

2 biological replicates). Significance calculated by csaw.41 Top motifs for the

and a randomly sampled, size-matched list of enhancers not bound by CUX1

the control gHPRT and gCUX1 conditions (bottom).

vs. CUX1-independent ATAC sites. Significance for (F) and (G) is by two-sided
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Figure 4. CUX1 genomic targets are linked with genome architecture and in vivo lineage potential

(A) ATAC-seq accessibility for gHPRT and gCUX1 CD34+ HSPCs at distal 3D chromatin contact points looped to CUX1-bound promoters from published CD34+

HSPC Hi-C data.59

(legend continued on next page)
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decreased ATAC-seq sites. Of these 406 genes, 317 have

decreased, while only 89 have increased expression (Figure 4C).

The proportion of DEGs with simultaneously decreased RNA

expression and DNA accessibility is significantly higher than

random (p < 2.2e�16, chi-squared test). This finding links

CUX1-dependent increased DNA accessibility with increased

target gene expression, as expected. Notably, both CUX1 and

SMARCA4 occupancies are higher at these 406 genes than in

the background control, demonstrating a positive correlation be-

tween the presence of CUX1 and BAF in chromatin accessibility

and RNA expression (Figure S6). While Gene Ontology (GO)

enrichment analysis revealed no significantly enriched GO terms

for the 89 genes with increased RNA levels, those genes that

decreased were enriched for genes involved in lineage potential

and transcriptional priming (Figure 4C). Therefore, our data indi-

cate that the chromatin accessibility-promoting role of CUX1 in

human HSPC is coupled to transcriptional changes in lineage

potential.

Lineage-determining TFs bind enhancers to drive cell-type-

specific gene expression and terminal differentiation.65,66 Based

on the evidence that CUX1 regulates HSPC cell fate in driving

erythroid, myeloid, and lymphoid fate decisions,13 we hypothe-

sized that CUX1 promotes accessibility at cell-type-specific en-

hancers. We obtained a list of enhancer annotations specific for

each human hematopoietic cell type from the Integrative and

Discriminative Epigenome Annotation System database of the

VISION project.67 We then quantified the change in accessibility

after CUX1 editing at these enhancers (Figure 4D). Loss of CUX1

induced a significantly larger drop in accessibility at cell-type-

specific enhancers for all hematopoietic lineages, compared to

the control, which is a randomly sampled (n = 10,000) set of en-

hancers that did not appear in any cell-type-specific enhancer

lists (p < 2.2e�16). These data suggest that CUX1 preferentially

unmasks DNA at lineage-specific enhancers to facilitate he-

matopoietic maturation.

To examine the role of CUX1 gene regulation in cell fate de-

cisions in vivo, we turned to a clonal lineage-tracing dataset

coupling murine HSPC single-cell transcriptomic state to prog-

eny cell fates.68 To test the hypothesis that CUX1 target gene

expression is predictive of lineage determination, we used lo-

gistic regression and deep neural network classifiers as

described by Weinreb et al.68 Comparable to their studies, a

randomly sampled group of genes (n = 1,000) and a curated

list of mouse TFs (negative controls) returned less than 50%

prediction performance measured by F1 score, whereas the

top 1,000 most variable genes (positive control) returned F1
(B) IGV snapshot of CUX1 binding at the promoter of KIT and the reduced acces

annotations are from Roadmap Epigenomics.44

(C) Integration of CD34+ HSPC ATAC-seq and RNA-seq (n = 2 biological replica

(FDR < 0.1, |log2FC| > 0.75). Enriched GO terms related to HSPC lineage commi

(D) Log2FC of ATAC-seq signal comparing CD34+ HSPC gCUX1 vs. gHPRT cells

(9,657 myeloid enhancers, 11,653 erythroid enhancers, and 15,323 lymphoid en

(E) Performance score of cell fate prediction using the published murine HSPC s

highest cell-cell variation; negative controls are a randomly sampled gene set (n

human CD34+ HSPC CUT&RUN (n = 6,758); overlap of CUX1-bound and differen

gene sets were tested for PU.1 and RUNX1 as benchmarks (n = 336 and 325).69–72

1,000 genes. Logistic regression and deep neural network were used to const

Significance for (A), (D), and (E) is by two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
scores of �61%–63%, validating our machine learning models

(Figure 4E). While all CUX1-bound genes we identified in

HSPCs (n = 6,758) could not predict cell fate well (F1 < 45%),

CUX1-bound genes with differential expression after CUX1

knockdown (n = 923) improved accuracy to 56%–58%.

Notably, this performance is similar to the published equivalent

gene sets from known HSPC fate-specifying pioneer factors

PU.1 (45%–53%) and RUNX1 (51%–57%) (Figure 4E).69–72

This analysis suggests that CUX1-regulated genes are predic-

tive of HSPC cell fate in vivo.

DISCUSSION

Collectively, our data support a model wherein CUX1 recruits

BAF to remodel nucleosomes and increase DNA accessibility.

Nucleosomes generally act as a barrier to exclude TFs and

RNA polymerase machinery from accessing DNA at inappro-

priate locations and times. A central feature of pioneer factors

is the ability to bind to nucleosome-bound DNA. This capability

has been ascribed to purified CUX1 in vitro.73,74 While CUX1

binding destabilizes the nucleosome,74 CUX1 alone does not

cause nucleosome displacement.73 Our results implicate the

BAF complex in the subsequent nucleosomal remodeling that

is observed in cells.

This sequence of events is apparent in a substantial portion of

CUX1 DNA binding sites, exemplified by the ‘‘direct model’’ of

CUX1-dependent SMARCA4 recruitment and increased DNA

accessibility (Figures 1F and 2E). We also observed a similar

number of CUX1 binding events that were not required for

SMARCA4 recruitment in the ‘‘indirect model’’ (Figures 1F and

2F). In this latter category of sites, SMARCA4 is potentially re-

cruited via alternate TFs such as SP1,9,75 whose motif is en-

riched at the indirect sites. CUX1 binding may be independent

of or might follow BAF recruitment to these sites. It is not obvious

why chromatin accessibility also decreases at these indirect

sites after CUX1 knockout (Figure 2F). Perhaps CUX1 also pro-

motes an open chromatin state by recruitment of histone acetyl-

transferases at these sites.24,25 Alternatively, the partial nucleo-

some destabilization mediated by CUX1 alone enables other

factors to bind and stabilize the more open chromatin state.

As in any adult tissue, hematopoietic differentiation requires

stem and progenitor cells to undergo epigenetic reprogramming

to commission and decommission the appropriate enhancers

while reorienting genomic architecture to implement the perti-

nent mature cell transcriptional program. To date, the central ac-

tors in this process in the apex of the hematopoietic hierarchy
sibility of multiple enhancers looped to the promoter. Enhancer and promotor

tes).13 Scatterplot shows the RNA log2FC vs. ATAC-seq log2FC for 406 DEGs

tment are shown.86

at the hematopoietic cell-type-specific enhancers from the VISION database87

hancers) and 10,000 randomly sampled non-cell-type-specific enhancers.

cRNA-seq.68 From left to right: positive control is the top 2,000 genes with the

= 1,000) and curated list of mouse TFs (n = 1,636)88; CUX1-bound genes from

tially expressed upon CUX1 knockdown in CD34+ HSPC (n = 923). Equivalent

For all gene sets larger than 1,000, 50 bootstraps were performed to sample for

ruct the classifier. Error bars indicate 1X standard deviation of the F1 score.
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have remained unclear. With respect to chromatin remodelers in

normal hematopoiesis, our mechanistic knowledge of these fac-

tors, including the BAF complex, remains incomplete.76

Regarding the TFs that direct these complexes, a few pioneer

factors have been identified, but these have largely been

described in cell lines or to act in downstream progenitors.77

Although not measured here, a logical extension of our finding

is that CUX1 regulates chromatin accessibility in other tissue

types. Given the wide-ranging role of CUX1 in the homeostasis

of diverse tissues, it seems improbable that CUX1 only regulates

a stereotypical set of target genes. CUX1 is conceivably a more

general regulator of enhancer receptivity to activation via

ensuing lineage-specific TFs. In this paradigm, CUX1 is critical

for initiating epigenetic remodeling in tissue-specific stem cells,

and lineage-determining TFs drive subsequent differentiation.

In myeloid malignancies, developmental syndromes, and

other developmental contexts, CUX1 has haploinsufficient phe-

notypes.14,78 Likewise, mutations in the BAF complex are

commonly heterozygous in cancer and developmental disor-

ders.5 It remains to be determined how CUX1 haploinsufficiency

impacts genome-wide BAF recruitment and DNA accessibility.

One possibility is that loss of one copy of CUX1 untethers a

portion of BAF to enable promiscuous BAF recruitment to de

novo sites via other interacting partners.79 We did not convinc-

ingly identify such a ‘‘gain-of-function’’ effect in K562 cells,

where few de novo SMARCA4 binding sites are acquired after

CUX1 knockout (Figure 1E). More likely, CUX1 or BAF complex

haploinsufficiency leads to either partial or complete loss of

regulation at a subset of target sites. The tools to precisely

address this important question and characterize dose-depen-

dent binding sites for future studies are only recently emerging.80

The canonical model of pioneer factor activity posits that

after DNA accessibility is increased, ‘‘settler’’ TFs can subse-

quently bind DNA and execute gene expression. While our

study did not test the subsequent recruitment of ‘‘settler’’ TFs

by CUX1, we find the motifs and TF occupancy of several

key regulators of hematopoietic differentiation uncovered at

sites regulated by CUX1 and BAF. Ostensibly and counterintu-

itively, several of these TFs independently harbor pioneer factor

activity, including RUNX1, PU.1, and KLF1.77 There are several

potential explanations for this apparent redundancy. First, it is

conceivable that more than one pioneer TF binds simulta-

neously to an enhancer to cooperatively establish the enhancer

landscape during differentiation.81 Second, and not mutually

exclusive, a given TF does not necessarily have pioneer activity

at all DNA targets, as we observed for CUX1 and was

described for PU.1, as two examples.7 In other words, CUX1

may be required for PU.1 binding at a subset of enhancers. A

third possibility is that these factors are binding sequentially,

as opposed to simultaneously, during differentiation. In this

case, CUX1 is required in HSPCs while a subsequent pioneer

factor maintains accessibility in more mature progenitors.

Thus, while the pioneer model provides a framework for

conceptualizing epigenetic regulation, like many biological

models, there is likely more underlying complexity. In fact, the

binary concept of pioneer vs. settler TFs has been drawn into

question, and more TFs may be uncovered within a spectrum

of pioneer-like activity.82
10 Cell Reports 43, 114227, May 28, 2024
Nonetheless, our findings indicate that a central role for CUX1

in hematopoiesis is the epigenetic regulation of lineage-specific

enhancer accessibility. Haploinsufficiency of CUX1 disrupts

normal HSPC homeostasis and differentiation, resulting in clonal

expansion, lineage biases, and multilineage dysplasia.13,16

When combined with additional mutations, CUX1 deficiency

promotes fulminant leukemic transformation.15,83 BAF inhibitors

are an active area of translational exploration, including in

myeloid neoplasms.76 Our results suggest a potential syn-

thetic-lethal rationale for therapeutic targeting of the residual

BAF complex activity in this disease subset. Going forward, it

will be important to determine if CUX1-deficient tumors are

more or less responsive to BAF inhibition.

Limitations of the study
Our study did not delineate the subsequent CUX1 recruitment

events nor the destinations of unbound BAF complexes post

CUX1 loss. Future research should chart the sequential recruit-

ment of other TFs by CUX1 and probe the fate and impact of

the displaced BAF complexes. Additionally, early consequences

of CUX1 depletion warrant exploration through techniques such

as nascent RNA sequencing.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

CUX1 rabbit PUC, Poconos

SMARCA4 rabbit Abcam Cat# ab110641, RRID:AB_10861578

SMARCA4 rabbit Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 49360,

RRID:AB_2728743

GATA1 rabbit Abcam Cat# ab181544, RRID:AB_2920794

H3K27ac rabbit Abcam Cat# ab4729, RRID:AB_2118291

H3K4me1 rabbit Abcam Cat# ab8895, RRID:AB_306847

Critical commercial assays

Ovation Ultralow Library Kit Tecan Genomics Cat0344NB-32

MinElute PCR Purification Kit Qiagen Cat#28004

Deposited data

Co-IP Mass Spec CUX1 Interaction Proteins(K562) This paper PRIDE: PXD037838

ChIP-sequencing (K562) This paper GEO: GSE235309

CUT&RUN (K562 and CD34+ HSPC) This paper GEO: GSE235303

ATAC-seq (K562 and CD34+ HSPC) This paper GEO: GSE235299

HSPC Hi-C interaction loops Zhang et al. 202059 N/A

Experimental models: Cell lines

K562 Dr. Michelle Le Beau’s lab,

the University of Chicago

N/A

Primary human CD34+ HSPCs Fred Hutch Hematopoietic

Cell Procurement and Resource

Development Center

N/A

Oligonucleotides

gRNA targeting intron 2 of HPRT Imgruet et al. 202135 N/A

gRNA targeting exon 4 of CUX1 Imgruet et al. 202135 N/A

gRNA targeting exon 6 of CUX1 This manuscript N/A

gRNA targeting exon 3 of SMARCA4 This manuscript N/A

gRNA targeting exon 4 of SMARCA4 This manuscript N/A

Software and algorithms

MaxQuant Max-Planck Institute of

Biochemistry

https://www.maxquant.org/

R studio v2023.09.0 + 463 Posit https://posit.co/download/rstudio-desktop/

IGV version 2.8.10 Broad Institute https://igv.org/

GREAT version 4.0.4 Standford University http://great.stanford.edu/public/html/

MEME-suite version 5.5.5 N/A https://meme-suite.org/meme/

Customized code for machine learning

cell fate prediction (Figure 4E)

McNerney Lab, the

Univeristy of Chicago

https://github.com/AlexandreGaubil/

mcnerney-cux1-ML

Customized code for Hi-C integration

analysis (Figure 4A)

McNerney Lab, the Univeristy of Chicago https://github.com/liuweihanty/

CD34_HiC_CUX1_integration
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Megan

McNerney (megan.mcnerney@bsd.uchicago.edu)
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Materials availability
The study did not generate new mouse lines or unique reagents.

Data and code availability
d The mass spectrometry proteomic datasets (MMSK1, MMSK2) were uploaded to the ProteomeXchange consortium via the

PRIDE partner repository with the dataset identifier PRIDE:PXD037838. ChIP-seq, CUT&RUN and ATAC-seq data are available

at NCBI’s Gene Expression Omnibus89 and are accessible through GEO Series accession number GEO:GSE235309. The data

will be publically accessible by the paper’s publishment date.

d The code for machine learning cell fate prediction (Figure 4E) can be accessed onGithub (https://github.com/AlexandreGaubil/

mcnerney-cux1-ML). The code used for Hi-C integration analysis (Figure 4A) can be accessed on Github (https://github.com/

liuweihanty/CD34_HiC_CUX1_integration)

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Cell line and cell culture
K562 cell lines were obtained fromDr.Michelle Le Beau’s lab (University of Chicago) andwere authenticated by STR analysis (ATCC).

Primary human CD34+ peripheral blood mononuclear-stem cells were obtained from the Fred Hutch Hematopoietic Cell Procure-

ment and Resource Development Center (Seattle, WA). K562 cells were grown in RPMI 1640media (Gibco 61870127) supplemented

with 10% FBS and 1X Antibiotic-Antimycotic (Gibco 15240062). Primary CD34+ cells were obtained from two independent healthy

donors and grown in StemSpan SFEMII media (STEMCELL Technologies 09655) supplemented with 1X StemSpan CC110 cytokine

cocktail (Stemcell Technologies 02697).

METHOD DETAILS

Co-immunoprecipitation
100 3 106 K562 cells were spun down for a CUX1 pulldown and a control IgG pulldown each. Cells were lysed in hypotonic buffer

(5 mM EDTA, 5 mM EGTA, 5 mM Tris–Cl) with protease inhibitor added (Roche complete mini-EDTA free 11836170001). Pellets

were passed through a 20-gauge needle 10 times, incubated on ice for 10 min and spun down at 600 g for 8 min at 4�C. The
supernatant was removed, and the pellet was resuspended in RIPA buffer (Boston BioProducts BP115) with protease inhibitor

added (Roche Complete 5892953001). Protein lysates were again passed through a 27-gauge needle, incubated on ice and sub-

sequently spun down at 14000 rpm for 15 min at 4�C. The supernatant was collected, and RIPA buffer was added to a final volume

of 30 mL. 12 mg of CUX1 antibody (B-10 Santa Cruz sc-514008) and mouse IgG (Santa Cruz sc-2025) antibody were added to the

lysate and incubated overnight on a rocker at 4�C. 150 mL Protein A/G Plus agarose beads (Santa Cruz sc-2003) were added the

next day and incubated at 4�C on a rocker for 1 h. The immunoprecipitated proteins were washed twice with cold RIPA buffer

followed by a final wash with cold PBS. Proteins were eluted by resuspending the beads in 2X loading buffer and sent for

mass spec analysis.

Sample preparation for LC–MS/MS
Co-immunoprecipitate samples were brought to 1X and 40 mL was loaded onto 12% MOPS buffered 1D SDS-PAGE gel (Invitrogen

NP0341BOX) and run at � 200 V for � 10 min, resulting in a �2 cm gel plug. The gel was stained with Imperial Stain (Thermo Fisher

#24615) for 1 h at room temperature. Gel plug trypsin digestion was adapted from methods previously published90,91. Specifically,

Gel sections were washed in dH 2 O and destained using 100 mM NH 4 HCO3 (Sigma #285099) pH7.5 in 50% acetonitrile (Fisher

A998SK-4). A reduction step was performed by addition of 100mL 50mMNH4HCO3 pH 7.5 and 10 mL of 200mM tris(2-carboxyethyl)

phosphine HCl (Sigma#C4706-2G) at 37�C for 30 min. The proteins were alkylated by addition of 100 mL of 50 mM iodoacetamide

(Sigma #RPN6320V) prepared fresh in 50 mM NH4HCO3 pH 7.5 buffer and allowed to react in the dark at 20�C for 30 min. Gel sec-

tions were washed in Millipore water, then acetonitrile, and vacuum dried. Trypsin digestion was carried out overnight at 37�C with

1:50–1:100 enzyme–protein ratio of sequencing grade-modified trypsin (Promega #V5111) in 50 mM NH4HCO3 pH 7.5, and 20 mM

CaCl2 (Sigma #C-1016). Peptides were extracted with 5%formic acid (Sigma #F0507-1L) in aqueous and 75% organic (ACN) com-

bined and vacuum dried. Peptides were cleaned up using C18 spin columns (Thermo #89870).

LC–MS/MS via MaxQuant
LC–MS/MS was performed using adapted methods previously published.90 Electrospray tandem mass spectrometry (LC–MS/MS)

was performed at the Mayo Clinic Proteomics Core on a Thermo Q-Exactive Orbitrap mass spectrometer, using a 70,000 RP (70 K

Resolving Power at 400 Da) survey scan in profile mode, m/z 340–1800 Da, with lockmasses, followed by 20 MS/MS HCD fragmen-

tation scans at 17,500 resolutions on doubly and triply charged precursors. Single charged ions were excluded, and ions selected for

MS/MS were placed on an exclusion list for 60 s.
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Mass spectrometry database searching and analysis
Tandem mass spectra MS/MS samples were analyzed using MaxQuant (version 1.6.17.0). MaxQuant was set up to search the

211102_Uniprot_Human_5640.fasta database assuming the digestion enzyme strict trypsin. MaxQuant was searched with a frag-

ment ion mass tolerance, and a parent ion tolerance of 20 PPM. MQ 1FDR results file (proteingroups.txt) was processed in Perseus

(version 1.6.14.0). Proteinswere filtered out which included ‘‘identified by site’’, ‘‘reversed’’, and ‘‘potential contaminants’’, log2 trans-

formed, imputed via default settings, and annotated against the human database. P-values were determined by Student’s t-test

within Perseus and a significance cutoff was applied if CUX11/IgG ratios were above NegLog10 P-value R 1.3 and fold-change

above 20% or log2 R 0.26. Proteins only detected in CUX1 immunoprecipitates were also determined significant.

Ribonucleoprotein (RNP) transfection
gHPRT and gCUX1 K562 cell lines were described previously.35 We generated an additional single cell clone of K562 with new gRNA

targeting exon 6 of CUX1. The gRNA sequence for exon 6 is 50-CUGUUCCUUCUCAAGAGCUA-3’. For gSMARCA4 in K562, two

gRNAs targeting exon 3 and exon 4 of the SMARCA4 gene were designed with sequences 50-AUGGAGUCCAUGCAUGAGAA-30

and 50-GGUCCUGUUGCGGACACCGA-3’. The editing efficiencies are: gCUX1 exon6 96%, gSMARCA4 exon3 99%, gSMARCA4

exon4 93%. For primary CD34+ HSPCs, cells were transfected with ribonucleoprotein complexes carrying the same gRNA se-

quences as used in K562 for exon 4 of CUX1 (50-UGCACUGAGUAAAAGAAGCA-30)92 or intron 2 of HPRT (50-GCAUUUCUCAGUC

CUAAACA-30) (Synthego) using the Neon transfection device (Thermo Fisher) with the following parameters: 1600V, 10ms, 3

pulses.93 Editing efficiency was determined 72 h post-transfection using TIDE (https://tide.nki.nl/).94 The editing efficiencies for

the transfected cell population replicates used for experiments are: replicate one 47%, replicate two 52%; replicate one 79%, repli-

cate two 72%.

ChIP-seq library preparation and sequencing
Chromatin was fixed from 100x106 gHPRT and gCUX1 transfected K562 cells using 1% formaldehyde for 10 min at room temper-

ature and stopped by the addition of 0.125 M glycine. For SMARCA4 ChIP, protein cross linking was performed first. Cells were

washed 3 times with 1X PBS at room temperature. 10 mL of PBS/MgCl2 were added to the cells after final PBS wash. 80 mL of

0.25M DSG-disuccinimidyl glutarate (Thermo Fischer 20593) was added and incubated for 45 min at room temperature. Cells

were washed 3 times with 1X PBS and followed by DNA crosslinking with 1% formaldehyde as described above. Fixed chromatin

was then sonicated (Bioruptor) for 10 min in 30 s on/off pulses two times for a total of 20 min, with vortexing in between. CUX1-spe-

cific antibodies were generated, characterized and validated as described by Imgruet et al. 2022.35 Immunoprecipitation was

performed using dynabead protein G magnetic beads (Thermo Fischer) and 6 mg of anti-CUX1 (PUC, Poconos)/20E6 cells,

5 mg/20E6 anti-SMARCA4 (Abcam ab110641), anti-H3K27ac (Abcam, ab4729) or anti-H3K4Me1 (Abcam, ab8895). Following elution,

samples were treated with RNase A and proteinase K before crosslink reversal. DNA was purified using a PCR purification kit (Qia-

gen). Libraries were prepped using the Ovation Ultralow Library Kit Tecan Genomics Inc (0344NB-32) and size selected using

SPRIselect beads (Beckman Coulter B23317). Illumina HiSeq was used to perform 50 bp single-end sequencing on the libraries.

Two biological replicates were performed for each sample.

CUT&RUN library preparation and sequencing
CUT&RUN was performed as described by Skene and Henikoff 201743 using the direct ligation method for mammalian cells. Briefly,

5x105 cells were harvested from CD34+ HSPCs expanded for 48 h post-thawing and bound to ConA-coating beads by rotation for

10min at room temperature. Cells were permeabilized (20mMHEPES pH 7.5, 150mMNaCL, 0.5 mMSperimidine, Roche Complete

EDTA free 5892953001, 0.05% w/v digitonin) and incubated overnight at 4�C with anti-CUX1 (PUC) 1:50, anti-SMARCA4 (Cell

Signaling, 49360s) 1:100, or anti-GATA1 (Abcam, ab181544) 1:100 antibodies. Protein A/G-MNase beads were added and placed

on a tube rotator for 1 h at 4�C. MNAse bound DNA was cleaved and released by adding 1X pA-MNAse mix containing CaCl2 at

0�C for 30min, STOP buffer was added and CUT&RUN fragments were released by incubating for 30 min at 37�C. Library end repair,

ligation, and amplification were performed using the Ovation Ultralow System V2 kit (Tecan Genomics Inc. 0344NB-32) and amplified

by PCRwith the following parameters: 1 cycle of 72�C2min, 95�C3min, followed by 13 cycles of 98�C20 s, 65�C30 s, 72�C30 s, and

a final extension at 72�C for 1 min. Libraries were cleaned up using MinElute PCR purification kit (Qiagen) and a left-sided size se-

lection using SPRI beads (Beckman Coulter B23317). Final libraries were analyzed by Bioanalyzer (Agilent) prior to sequencing.

ATAC-seq sample preparation and sequencing
ATAC-sequencing was performed according to a published protocol.40 For all experiments, K562 cells were harvested from cultures

at �60% confluency and primary CD34+ HSPCs were harvested 48 h post transfection. For both K562 and primary CD34+ HSPCs,

50,000 cells were lysed using the following buffer: 10 mM Tris-HCL, pH 7.4, 10 mM NaCL, 3 mMMgCl2, and 0.1% IGEPAL CA-630.

Cells were transposed using a 1X concentration of Nextera Tn5 Transposase (Illumina) for 30 min at 37�C with shaking at 500 rpm.

Following transposition, DNA was purified using the MinElute PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen). DNA was amplified for 5 initial cycles

using the custom Nextera barcoded PCR primers with the following parameters: 1 cycle of 72�C for 5 min and 98�C for 30 s, followed

by 5 cycles of 98�C for 10 s, 63�C for 30 s, and 72�C for 1 min. Following the initial 5 cycles of PCR, the additional number of cycles

needed was determined by qPCR as previously described.40 Specifically, qPCR was performed to determine the additional number
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of pcr cycles required. The total number of PCR cycles ranged between 7 and 12 for all samples. Following the additional PCR cycles,

DNA was obtained using the MinElute PCR Purification Kit and analyzed by Bioanalyzer (Agilent) prior to sequencing.

ChIP-seq and CUT&RUN analysis
For the ChIP-seq analysis using K562 cells, sequenced samples were trimmed using Cutadapt (version 4.2.0).95 We aligned single-

end reads to hg19 using bwa (version 0.7.17) and called peaks using MACS2 (version 2.1.0) with input control.31,96 All peak calling

was performed according to the ENCODE standards using an irreproducible discovery rate (IDR) of 0.05.32 Non-uniquely mapped

reads and reads mapped to ENCODE blacklist region97 composed of artificially high regions of the genome were discarded.

Coverage files were generated using deepTools (version 3.5.1) and visualized using IGV (version 2.8.10).85,98 ChIP-seq for CUX1,

SMARCA4 and histone marks H3K27ac were performed at the McNerney lab. GATA1 (ENCSR000EWM) and RUNX1

(ENCSR414TYY) ChIP-seq data were obtained from ENCODE. We assigned peaks to the single nearest transcription start site

(TSS) within 1 Mb using GREAT (version 4.0.4).45 Bed files were analyzed using Bedtools (version 2.30.0).99 Significance of overlap

of binding sites between two ChIP-seq experiments was calculated using the hypergeometric test with makeVennDiagram() from

ChIPpeakAnno package (version 3.32.0), with options: ‘‘totalTest = totalTest, scaled = FALSE, euler.d = FALSE, method = "hy-

perG’’.100 We used MEME-ChIP for motif discovery using the classical mode.84,101 Summits of CUX1 and SMARCA4 binding sites

were calculated and extended in both direction by 250 base pairs as the sequence input. Accessible chromatin sites obtained from

the K562 gHPRT ATAC-seq were used as the background model. Differential motif analysis was performed using AME.102 For Fig-

ure 1I, published K562 ChIP-seq data for hematopoietic TFswere obtained from ENCODE.33 As non-CUX1 recruited SMARCA4 sites

have on average �1.97X increased ATAC-seq signal than the CUX1-recruited SMARCA4 sites, the middle 25% quantiles of both

groups, which have comparable ATAC-seq signal, were selected for comparison to control for the impact of differential DNA acces-

sibility on TFChIP-seq signals. For CUT&RUN analysis for CUX1, GATA1 andSMARCA4 in primary humanCD34+HSPCs, all analysis

methods and parameters are the same as in ChIP-seq, except the sequencing reads are paired end.

ATAC-seq analysis
For both K562 and human CD34+ HSPC ATAC-seq analysis, sequenced samples were trimmed using Cutadapt (version 4.2.0).95 We

aligned paired-end reads to the human hg19 genome using bwa (version 0.7.17) and called peaks using MACS2(version 2.1.0) with

‘‘–nomodel, – shift�75, and – extsize 150’’ options.31,96 Non-uniquely mapped reads, mitochondrial reads, and reads mapped to the

ENCODE blacklist region97 were discarded. Coverage files were generated using deepTools (version 3.5.1) and visualized using

IGV(version 2.8.10).85,98 Differentially accessible regions in gCUX1 (exon 4) vs. gHPRT samples were identified using csaw using

a 2-fold enrichment threshold and FDR smaller than 0.05.41 Bed files were analyzed using Bedtools (version 2.30.0).99 For integration

with RNA-seq in Figure 4C, ATAC-seq peaks are identified to be the significant ATAC peaks called by csaw41 within ±1 Mb window

from the TSS of the differentially expressed genes(FDR<0.1, |Log2FC|>0.75) identified fromRNA-seq in shCUX1 vs. shControl.13 406/

432 DEGs have significant ATAC peaks within ±1 Mb window from their TSS and are thus retained for this analysis. The ATAC peak

with highest Log2FC for each gene was selected.

Figures 2D–2F were generated from K562 gCUX1 exon 4 and gCUX1 exon 6 targeted clones, which have Pearson correlation co-

efficients of 0.6–0.75 between replicates.

Analysis of chromatin accessibility at cell type specific enhancers
We downloaded the cis-regulatory element annotation map generated by Zhang and Hardison, 201767 for primary human hemato-

poietic cell types including HSC, MEP, GMP, CLP, erythrocyte, megakaryocytes, neutrophils, monocytes, B cell, NK cells, CD4+

and CD8+ T cells from the Validated Systematic IntegratiON of hematopoietic epigenomes (VISION) data portal. (https://usevision.

org/). We retained all the genomic intervals identified as enhancers for each cell type, including E: enhancer like; EN: enhancer like,

nuclease accessible; EN_A: enhancer like, nuclease accessible, active; E_A: active enhancers; BE: bivalent enhancers; CNE_T:

CTCF bound, nuclease accessible, transcribed enhancers; TE_A: transcribed active enhancers; TE: transcribed enhancers. We

eliminated all the enhancer elements that are annotated ambiguously as promoter-like. For each progenitor cell type, we elimi-

nated the enhancer elements that are shared in HSCs in order to obtain a list of enhancers that are unique in each specific pro-

genitor cell type. Then we calculated the normalized chromatin accessibility from our CD34+ HSPC ATAC-seq data gHPRT and

gCUX1 at the cell type specific enhancers. For plotting, the cell types are merged into lineages: Erythroid (MEP + megakaryo-

cytes + erythrocytes), Myeloid (GMP + neutrophils + monocytes) and Lymphoid (B cells + NK cells + CD4+ and CD8+ T cells).

The negative control is a list of 10,000 randomly sampled enhancers that did not appear in any of the cell type specific enhancer

lists.

Annotation of peaks with chromatin state
ChIP-seq, CUT&RUN and ATAC-seq peaks were annotated with chromatin state using publicly available data. K562 chromatin state

prediction was obtained from UCSC genome browser chromHMM track, which uses hidden Markov model analysis of eight chro-

matin marks and CTCF ChIP-seq data.103,104 Primary human CD34+ HSPC chromatin state data was obtained from NIH Roadmap

Epigenomics Mapping Consortium (EP50 primary hematopoietic stem cells G-CSF-mobilized female chromHMM track).44 The data-

base also used hidden Markov model analysis of six chromatin marks and DNase I hypersensitivity data. To establish the chromatin
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state of genomic sites, we used Bedtools intersect (version 2.29.0) to obtain the overlap of each ChIP site with chromHMM

annotations.99

Hi-C analysis
Hi-C data from CD34+CD38�primary human HSPC was obtained from a published study.59 The Hi-C interaction loops in HSPC we

used was from Table S2 of that study. We intersected CUX1-bound promoters (defined as CUX1 binding sites in human CD34+ pri-

mary HSPCCUT&RUN that fall within 2 kb from the TSS) with the 2,684 chromatin loops called by Zhang et al. 2020.59 272 loopswere

found to contain CUX1-bound promoters. We then found the interacting regions of these 272 loops and defined them as the regions

that contain putative enhancers in contact with CUX1-bound promoters. Normalized ATAC seq reads (RPKM) in gHPRT and gCUX1

samples on these regions were calculated using deepTools (version 3.5.1).98 As the negative control, we size-matched and randomly

sampled 272 regions that are not in contact with any CUX1-bound promoters.

Murine HSPC fate prediction
We obtain the scRNA lineage tracing data from Weinreb et al. 2020,68 where murine Lin-Scahigh Kit+ HSCs were clonally traced by

expressed DNA barcodes so that the terminally differentiated daughter cell fates are linked with ancestor HSC single cell transcrip-

tomes. We downloaded the in vivo normalized count matrix and metadata containing the single cell clonal identities from the GEO

database (GEO:GSE140802). Seurat V4 was used to import, preprocess and analyze the data.105 Ancestor HSCs and daughter cells

were assigned to their clonal identities. We filtered the cells that do not belong to any clones and the HSCs that do not have any

daughter cells. All terminal cell fate annotations were stored in a list. We then looped through this list and determined the most com-

mon (if there is one) cell fate. For example, a clonal lineage with the cell fates A, A, B will be determined as being a clonal lineage A,

while one with the cell fates A, B will be listed as ambiguous. This gave us 1,523 cells with unique terminal identities after removing

cells with ambiguous or undifferentiated cell fates. The remaining cells contained basophil, dendritic cells, monocytes, neutrophiles,

B cells, and erythrocyte progenitors. After building datasets with the gene expression levels matrix on one side and the cell fate on the

other, we ran different Python scikit-learn machine learning models and graded their accuracy (We chose F1 score as the measure-

ment for prediction performance due to label inbalance and the better control on type I and II errors) to determine how informative

different sets of genes were in determining cell fate.106 The twomodels we usedwere ‘‘LogisticRegression’’ and deep neural network

(implemented by MLPClassifier). For the MLPClassifier, hyper parameter tunning using ‘‘GridSearchCV’’ was performed to identify

the best parameters on each dataset. We then ran the prediction model and compared the cell fate prediction accuracy for different

gene sets. Since some of these gene sets came from experiments on human and our training data is frommouse, we had to convert

the gene sets from human to the corresponding mouse gene names using the R package biomaRt.107 For each gene set, to reduce

sampling bias, we performed 50 bootstrap analyses and took the average and standard deviation of the scores. The average accu-

racy for each of our models was recorded. From previously published studies, we obtained genes corresponding to PU.1 (n = 2,074)

andRUNX1 binding sites (n = 5391), and PU.1 andRUNX1 bound genes that are differentially expressed after theywere lost in HSPCs

(n = 336 and n = 325 respectively).69–72 We performed two-sidedWilcoxon rank-sum test on the F1 scores between our experimental

datasets and the most variable genes, randomly selected genes, and mouse transcription factors obtained from AnimalTFDB 3.0.88

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical tests were performed with R (version 4.3.2, Posit). The statistical test performed include hypergeometric test, Wilcoxon

rank-sum tests, and Spearman’s correlation test. p < 0.05 was defined as statistically significant. Sample sizes and biological rep-

licates are indicated in the figure legends and main texts.
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